Introduction
In information retrieval tasks, documents may be represented in a vector form, which can be considered in many ways to execute search or grouping tasks. One possibility is to apply machine learning methods which utilise similarity values or distances between documents. These methods include the traditional nearest neighbour searching as well as more sophisticated methods, such as neural networks. Our research objective was to explore the possibility to retrieve information with Kohonen self-organising maps, which are known to be effective to group objects according to their similarity or dissimilarity. The aim was interesting since they have seldom appeared in information retrieval literature and the articles encountered seem to consider rather organisation of documents, not their retrieval.
Perhaps the most important application of self-organising maps (Kohonen, 1995) connected to electronic documents is WEBSOM by Honkela (1997) and Lagus et al. (2004) , who used them to organise large document collections. A user of WEBSOM can search for documents from a collection by exploring a self-organising map given as a twodimensional representation. Words (concepts) describing different areas were inserted in such a map to aid exploration. Additionally, colours were used to emphasize the similarity of documents in adjacent map areas. WEBSOM was used to explore the map representation and supported access of browsing type. However, it was not used for an actual information retrieval evaluation as usually understood -applying a test collection of topics and relevant documents. They treated very large collections, even as large as approximately 6 840 000 English patent abstracts (Kohonen et al., 2000) for which a map of over one million nodes was built. Such a huge number inevitably required a compres-4 sion of document vectors, which was performed by a random matrix projection (Kaski, 1998) to reduce a vector length of over 43 000 down to 500 words. Despite this, the computation took seven weeks.
There are only a few applications of self-organising maps in information retrieval. As early as in 1991 Lin et al. introduced an information retrieval system, which utilised selforganising maps for placing 150 documents on a map for browsing. Later it was extended as a general information representation tool (Lin, 1997) . Proper nouns and other words were used to form two maps for retrieval from a Spanish collection of 454 042 documents (Fernández et al., 2004) . Two maps were used for the classifications of both words and documents (Lee and Yang, 1999) . Moreover, Chowdhury and Saha (2005) classified 400, 500 and 600 sports articles, while Guerrero-Bote et al. (2002) Altogether, the preceding articles can be chiefly seen to consider document grouping.
The reports found that were slightly closer to information retrieval were the work of Fernández et al. (2004) and that of Lagus (2002) in which a collection of 1460 documents was explored by searches based on self-organising maps. Nevertheless, the average length of its documents was short, merely 115 words, but queries were relatively long, even a half of document lengths. Thus, its approach did not follow an ordinary information retrieval situation. In spite of the shortage of actually comparable studies, the former articles encouraged us that self-organising maps would be promising for information retrieval. On the other hand, they seemed to be a fairly unexplored area as to information retrieval.
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The rest of this paper is arranged in the following way. Section 2 presents the test data used in this study. Section 3 presents the creation of self-organising maps in the current context. Sections 4 and 5 describe results obtained. Section 6 discusses the outcomes and compares them to results computed with two clustering techniques. Section 7 concludes the research.
Test data and its preprocessing
We applied a German document collection including 294 809 news articles originated from CLEF 2003 (Airio, 2006 ) from 1994 and 1995. The articles were published, among others, in Frankfurter Allgemeine and Der Spiegel. Altogether, 60 available test topics were associated to the collection. Each topic had a pool of relevant documents. Both relevant and non-relevant documents to the tests topics were incorporated into our tests. For the ease of processing, a subset of 1160 documents was randomly chosen as follows. At first, 20 topics were randomly taken from the collection. Then all 580 known relevant documents associated to these topics were taken. Each topic included 6-87 relevant documents. Thus on average 29 documents were obtained for each topic. Thereafter, 580 non-relevant documents, not related to any of the 20 topics, were randomly drawn from the collection.
In the context of the present research, ' non-relevance' means that non-relevant documents are non-topically related, i.e. they have not been found as relevant in any earlier tests or research with the current data for the 20 topics selected randomly. Of course, it was not possible to study all the large majority of such ' non-relevant' documents one by one to verify their non-relevance. It is really vital for self-organising maps, or any machine learning method, that there is such a non-relevant class of documents for the learn-6 ing purpose of the method. Otherwise, the network could not be able to separate topically related documents from the non-topically related ones.
Both documents and test topics were of XML form. The following snippet exemplifies an XML topic representation.
Our test queries were not based on the whole topics. The text between <DE-title> and the tags </DE-desc> was the origin of each query. The <DE-narr> part was not applied since it could, in principle, include even " disinformation" , such that is explicitly expressed to be adverse to the topic.
To implement the designed search engine the following subtasks had to be solved. The SNOWBALL German stemmer was run to identify word stems, e.g. from ' Reisimporte' to ' reisimport' , ' Olympische' to ' olymp' and ' Antike' to ' antik' . A list of 1320 German stopwords was used from prepositions, pronouns, adverbs etc., which are typically uninflecting words. Their occurrences were removed from the documents. After stemming, short parts (smaller than two letters) of words were also deleted. Word frequencies of each document were then calculated for remaining word stems.
Creation of self-organising maps
After the initial processing, we continued to construct suitable self-organising maps. First we experimented with a program called MATLAB SOM Toolbox (Vesanto et al., 2000) .
However, the Matlab environment was inappropriate since our matrices were too large to be run with it. Therefore, we chose another program, SOM_PAK (Kohonen et al., 1996) , which has been written in C and which allows larger data quantities and is far faster compared to MATLAB. It supports the basic operations for a self-organising map like initialisation, learning and evaluation.
Our objective was to design a fairly straightforward search engine prototype in order to form two-dimensional search networks on the basis of self-organising maps as follows.
Firstly, text documents are input to the system in the XML form. Secondly, a selforganising map is built after the preceding preprocessing subtasks. Thirdly, a best fit match (node) is searched for from the map and documents contained by such a node and by nodes in the close neighbourhood are retrieved. This means that the best fit node is searched for a given query from the map and the documents of the best fit node and possibly those of its close neighbourhood are produced as the outcome for the query. Lastly, topics could be marked as words on a map. A user could browse a collection included in the map and also search by words.
After preprocessing of the data chosen, the frequency calculation of the remaining words was accomplished. The following procedure was used to remove very frequent and rare words:
1. Frequency information was computed for all words of the document set in how many documents each word occurred.
2. The words were sorted to the list of descending order along with their frequencies.
3. An appropriate quantity of words, e.g. 1000, was selected from the centre of the list.
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Our aim was to exclude such words that occur in all or most documents or only in few documents.
Next, document vectors were created. Note that document lengths naturally varied. We employed document vectors from 500 to 5000 words, which were shorter than the original documents. Main results to be described were obtained with the vectors of 1000 words, but according to our preliminary experiments results did not essentially depend on this choice.
The document vectors were encoded with binary, frequency and tf.idf weights (BaezaYates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999), but we shall only show main results for the last one since these were slightly better than those of the others. To compute tf.idf weights, the frequencies of words (terms) were calculated according to 
Queries and runs
To assess the self-organising maps constructed, we ran queries to see how and where relevant documents were distributed in the maps. The queries were constructed like the document vectors previously. The queries were formed automatically on the basis of the topics as described above. In other words, a query vector was prepared from the tags <DE-title> and <DE-desc> of each topic. Interrogative words were eliminated, other words were stemmed, stopwords were excluded, word frequencies calculated, and finally After building the query vectors, the best matches were searched for from each map computed. All nodes of a map were explored and the product of the weight values corresponding to the words of a query was computed for each node. The greatest product yielded the best match. A product is computed for query Q j and every node M p as 1. An input vector was selected randomly.
2. It was compared to the model vectors of a map using Euclidean distance.
3. The best matching node (model vector) was taken.
4. The components of the taken node (model vector) and its closest neighbourhood nodes were modified toward the input vector given.
We applied bubble and Gaussian neighbourhood weighting types (Kohonen et al., 1996) .
In the former, the closest nodes, next closest nodes etc. of the best matching node (Fig. 1) are taken and changes of their model vectors are multiplied by weights depending on their closeness to the best matching node. Straightforwardly a step function was used here: the weight is equal to 1 if a node is within the bubble, otherwise 0. In the latter type, weighting is given by a normal (Gaussian) distribution centred in the best matching node.
Our goal was to pursue a situation on a map that most documents relevant for a topic would be fairly closely located around some node. To evaluate typical performance of self-organising maps we computed five different versions for each map type (number of nodes etc.) test. Their median was calculated on the basis of quantisation errors computed between the weight vectors or model vectors of the best fit node and the input (document) vectors to represent average performance. Self-organising maps were built using the following parameter settings: the lengths of document vectors equal to 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 unique words, maps of 9×9, 11×11, 13×13, 15×15 and 17×17 nodes, either random or linear initialisation, either bubble or Gaussian neighbourhood computation type and ratio of the learning iteration numbers of ordering phase and tuning phase 1/5, 2/10, 3/15 and 4/20. In the ratio 1/5 the number 1 corresponds to the situation where all documents are learnt once in the ordering phase of the network construction and 5 that fine-tuning epochs are made five times for the whole document set. All alternatives are equal to the ratio 1/5 so that the total number of learning iterations could be tested without other system parameter changes. To evaluate the similarity of vectors Euclidean distances were computed between them.
Results
Results were estimated as conventional recall and precision values (Belew, 2000) . The precision (Precision 0 ) and recall (Recall 0 ) of each best matching node and the number of documents (Documents 0 ) in such a node were computed as the mean of 20 queries. Second, the values (Precision 1 , Recall 1 , and Documents 1 ) were computed by also taking the closest four neighbours of a best matching node into account. In the following, we consider the parameters of self-organising maps one by one in order to find proper settings for them. To investigate the most suitable parameter settings we applied the basic selections: binary weights, document vector length of 1000 words, map size of 11×11, random initialisation, bubble neighbourhood computation and learning iteration ratio 2/10. In Tables 1-6, each of these six parameters is varied whereas the other five are fixed according to the afore-mentioned basic selections.
Weights and lengths of document vectors
In Table 1 there are precision and recall results for binary, frequency and tf.idf weights.
As mentioned above, the tf.idf weights were selected since they expectedly yielded the best results from the three alternatives. Subscript 0 for precision and recall values corresponds to each best matching node and subscript 1 also consists of its closest four 13 neighbours used in all subsequent tables. Thus, our choice for later main tests after the current tests of parameter settings will be tf.idf weights which gave considerably better results than those of the binary and frequency weights.
The document vector lengths of 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 were used in Table 2 . Comparing the average precision and recall values obtained pairwise for these settings, the selection of 1000 words is better than the others except that of 2000 words, which yielded virtually similar results. Thus, we selected the shorter document vector length of 1000 words for our tests, because the shorter length means less computation.
Size and initialisation of self-organising maps
The size of self-organising maps was varied in Table 3 for five different alternatives.
Considering the averages of both two precision and two recall values on the basis of Table 3, increasing the size is worthwhile. Therefore, we shall use 17×17 nodes in our later main tests. Correspondingly, the random initialisations produced better results compared with those of the linear initialisations in Table 4 . This supported the use of random initialisations.
Neighbourhood type and learning iteration ratio
The neighbourhood computation was executed by applying the bubble and Gaussian neighbourhoods. The results are presented in Table 5 . The average of the precisions and recalls of the former were better. Consequently, it was employed. Ultimately, the learning iteration ratios of 1/5, 2/10, 3/15 and 4/20 (Table 6) were tested. An increase of the iteration numbers was productive. We shall use 3/15 in the main tests. Olympic Games to see whether they are close to each other. The other two topics, which do not represent sports, were taken to see whether they are further away from the sports nodes. Indeed, the sports topics are near each other, but especially the topic on the EU and Baltic countries are apart from the preceding two.
Since the retrieval results clearly depended on a topic, detailed precision and recall values associated to the topic numbers are shown in Table 7 . The results of the closest two neighbourhoods according to the linked distance (Fig. 1) are presented. The results indicate how the documents of some topics are well found and those of the other are poorly or not at all found. To achieve a good result, it is not enough that the relevant documents of a topic are concentrated on a consistent area of nodes, but the query of the topic should also hit this area. The queries missed the relevant nodes for some topics. For example, recall and precision were zero for Topic 2 (Table 7) , while Fig. 3 shows that the documents grouped well. The documents of a topic were seldom widely dispersed.
Succeeded and failed queries
The 8 problematic topics included 6, 7, 10, 11, 21, 24, 29 and 40 relevant documents (Table 7) . The 12 successful topics included 8, 24, 27, 29, 34, 45 or more documents.
Thus, the topics with small numbers of relevant documents were generally difficult to retrieve. This is shown by the results in Table 8 , which are the same as in Table 7 , but grouped into two classes of the equal size (ten topics in each) including either infrequent or frequent relevant topics, i.e. the average less than 27 relevant documents, or equal to or greater than 27 relevant documents. The average number of relevant documents strongly affected the results: the more relevant documents, the better results. For these two classes precision improved according to the ratio of 1:2.4 or 1:2.8 and recall to that of 1:1.4.
From Table 7 we can also find the failed queries which have no hits in the largest neighbourhood considered, Neighbourhood 2 . There were seven such queries. Their average number of the relevant documents was only 15.4, whereas that of the other 13 queries 16 was 36.3. The average numbers of the query words (the number of 1' s in the query vector) were 2.7 for the failed queries and 4.8. for the others. For all queries the average of the relevant documents was 29 and that of the query words 4.1. This shows that both the number of relevant documents per topic and that of the query words had a positive impact on the results, which is hardly surprising.
If few relevant documents, say less than 10, belong to a topic, it is probable that most words connected with such a topic are discarded from the set of words chosen while creating document vectors. A greater number of relevant documents guarantees the words of a topic a better opportunity to remain in the chosen word set and, thus, to become good search keys. When a majority of the words of a topic with a small number of relevant documents is not included in the chosen word set, it is probable that the document vectors and a query vector of the topic consist of only few words, which is not necessarily enough so that the documents would be grouped into a compact area on the map resulting in difficulties to find a good hit.
Considering the eight failed topics in Table 7 , in all of them their queries did not hit right nodes. In addition, in four of them relevant documents were dispersed on the map.
Discussion and comparison with clustering experiments
The results showed that it is possible to concentrate relevant documents on compact areas on a self-organising map. For instance, in Fig. 4 fully randomly from the 1160 documents and compared them to a given query, the expectation of relevant documents would be 0.75. This means that the self-organising maps giving expectations 7.5 -14.5 were able to produce an outcome better than ten times a random search.
The results indicated that it was not easy to find the documents of the current 20 topics applied. Moreover, the detailed results in Table 7 revealed how strongly this outcome depended on a topic. This may denote such a feature that it was not possible to separate the " lost" topics from other documents on the basis of the used variables, i.e. the chosen words. However, our technique to choose words could possibly be developed. At the moment, we discarded, after stemming, words shorter than two letters. Perhaps by eliminating words shorter than three or four letters would be more effective. On the other hand, even after stemming most German words are longer than three letters.
In order to compare the results obtained with the self-organising maps, we clustered our test data using k-means and hierarchical Ward' s algorithms with the Euclidean measure.
Along with the tests of the preceding section, we used the same 20 topics and computed average results for 10 runs. We computed these results for cluster numbers k of 20, 30, 40, ..., 290 and 300. In addition, we computed results for quadratic self-organising maps of sizes 4×4=16, 5×5=25, 6×6=36, … , 16×16=256 and 17×17=289. Cluster numbers that were closest to the node numbers of the self-organising maps were selected and their results were compared to those of the maps. Regarding the two clustering techniques, we selected such clusters to a neighbourhood set whose centroids were closest to the query vector as measured with the Euclidean distance. Since the neighbourhoods of the selforganising maps consisted of 1, 5 and 13 nodes, the closest cluster, 5 closest clusters and 13 closest clusters were selected.
To condense results we combined precision P and recall R according to F value by Fig. 9 (over 196 nodes) are approximately 2-5 % higher than the best of the self-organising maps. Instead, over 169 nodes in Fig. 8 the self-organising maps gave 2-5 % better results.
Figs. 6-9 also include dashed curves which depict the means of the counts of relevant and non-relevant documents in result sets. These means naturally decrease when the numbers of nodes or clusters increase since the documents obtained are then spread over more nodes compared to the smaller numbers. Note also the differences between the three figures. The larger the neighbourhood was, the greater result sets were obtained.
To robustly compare the F values of the self-organising maps and clustering, we performed Friedman test, as usual, by calculating p value and if this was significant, pairwise differences between the methods were still dealt with. For Neighbourhood 0 , the p 19 value of 0.18 was not significant, but trendsetting. From the three pairs, that of the selforganising maps and k-means clustering was nearest to the bound 0.05 of significance, which is seemingly surprising while looking at Fig. 7 advocating the self-organising maps. The explanation is that there are the means in Figs. 7-9 , but the Friedman test utilises a test statistic calculated from the rank-orders of the methods within the queries. For Neighbourhood 1 , p value was 0.57 showing no significant difference. For Neighbourhood 2 , p value was 0.001, where the tests indicated that the k-means clustering was superior to the Ward' s clustering and self-organising maps at the significance level of 0.05. Accordingly, the self-organising maps are able to produce as good results as the two traditional clustering techniques in such circumstances as Neighbourhood 0 and Neighbourhood 1 .
Since the current precision and recall values of the self-organising maps and the two clustering techniques were not high, this may reflect the property that the document set would be difficult for any search method. In addition, there were only a few topics (20), some of which included a small number of relevant documents, the minimum being six documents. The neighbourhood forming of a self-organising map could also be developed, e.g. like using the same idea as with the clustering techniques by selecting the nodes of the best matching results and then searching for their close nodes. Viz., with the current neighbourhood form the good nodes with relevant documents might be inside the neighbourhood, but near its border and some other good nodes on the opposite side of the border. For instance, the nodes with 7 and 6 in Fig. 3 are not in the same small neighbourhood. We could sort documents inside the nodes according to their matching 20 property or sort documents in the vicinity of the best matching node. Sorting could furthermore be applied to several well matching nodes and their vicinities.
In future research we shall also study larger document sets than the current case. This, naturally, means that running times of the learning process in a self-organising map will grow from the current 52 s of the 17×17 map (Pentium D CPU with 3.2 GHz). On the other hand, the learning process is usually run only once and the map can then be run for searches arbitrarily many times. A new learning process is not needed until the collection is significantly extended or updated. Since a document matrix cannot, nevertheless, be increased extensively because of the relatively slow learning algorithms of selforganising maps and particularly huge sizes of such matrices which may require the use of a supercomputer, a subsequent step will be to reduce such a matrix with a suitable technique, e.g. principal component analysis.
Conclusions
We constructed self-organising maps to execute information retrieval and document grouping for a collection of German newspaper articles. The collection of 1160 documents was stemmed by SNOWBALL and pruned by a stopword list. The tf.idf values were computed for remaining search keys. Precision and recall values and number of relevant documents were evaluated for the best matching node of each of 20 queries.
They were also computed for the close two neighbourhoods of those nodes measured according to link distance.
To our knowledge, the present paper is the first one to use self-organising maps literally for information retrieval. The results indicated that self-organising maps are a reasonable 21 means for information retrieval and document grouping. The self-organising maps coped with the test data approximately as well as k-means and Ward' s clustering methods. Besides, the former seem to offer a good graphic means especially to express nearness and remoteness of documents in the vector space formed on the basis of tf.idf values. For retrieval, a subset of the topics proved hard: the query could not be placed in the vicinity of relevant documents on the map and nothing was found. These topics were those of the small numbers of relevant documents. For a few topics the scarce relevant documents were dispersed across the map, unsuccessfully from the viewpoint of the retrievals. This can also reflect the property of neural networks that they may not learn efficiently such occurrences (documents) that are infrequent in the data. For the majority of the topics, the queries gave satisfactory results. with Neighbourhood 2 , which corresponds to the best match node and its 12 closest nodes.
The dashed curves show the mean sizes of document sets obtained. 
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